
Kenilworth Castle, one of the foremost castles in English 
Heritage’s guardianship, is undergoing major investment 
to improve the quality of the presentation and facilities 
at the site.  The Practice were appointed following a 
competitive interview to design a new ticket building 
and shop, a contemporary green oak-framed building 
following the tradition of timber framed outbuildings that 
would have been characteristic of the site in medieval 

times. The new building is supported on piers to the west 
side of the entrance path, framing views of the Castle 
between it and the surviving east wall of the Gallery 
Tower. The practice has subsequently been retained to 
restore Leicester’s stables and to install a new cafe and 
exhibition following the relocation of the shop to the new 
visitor building.

Client: English Heritage | Contract value: £700,000
Awards: Warwick District Council New Build Design Award 2006, The Wood Awards Highly Commended Small 
Project 2006, Civic Trust Awards Special Mention 2007.

New oak-framed entrance building to one of England’s foremost castle sites
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RGA have carried out for English Heritage a fascinating 
project to restore the Tudor garden where Lord Leicester
entertained Queen Elizabeth for 19 days in 1575. A letter 
written at the time describes a garden laid out in quarters
around a marble fountain, on axis with a two storey  
viary, overlooked from a terrace in front of the keep, with 
classical arbours at each end. The structures have been 
designed authentically with green oak frames, as advised 
by a panel of experts, using evidence from archeological 

investigations, as well as from pattern books, prints, 
and construction techniques of the period. The practice 
also converted Lord Leicester’s Tudor Stables in to an 
exhibition and café, and designed a new ticket building 
and shop, a contemporary green oak-framed building 
following the tradition of timber framed outbuildings that 
would have been characteristic of the site in medieval 
times.

Client: English Heritage  | Contract value:  £1.3m

Recreation of a famous Tudor garden
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